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Matthias Nathan Plunkett appeared on the pale shore like a 
man stepping out of thin air. A headless body of dark clay 
covered in an ash blue dust; the decapitated figure carried a 
bronze box in strong, long-fingered hands. The severed 
stump of the broad neck was smooth and bloodless, the 
clay neatly flattened down to conceal any internal workings 
of his mysterious form.   
 The box gleamed in the furnace red glare of the setting 
Star, five of its sides etched in symbols that were half as old 
as the distant planet Mars. The sixth side was made of a 
transparent crystal that revealed the contents inside: a 
pink, fleshy and bearded face of the man-child, now aged 
through forty-three years, eyes bulging wide and swivelling 
as they tracked the creeping, crawling progress of the 
clockwork demons that scuttled around inside.  
 His mouth was open, lips twisting, tongue quivering, as 
it exhaled a torrent of tormented words that remained 
sealed inside the box along with the head.  
 In the moment after his appearance the black waters 
behind him rippled for a moment as a trans-dimensional 
breeze gusted outwards and died. 
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 Despite the isolated head’s terror, the body remained 
calm and began to walk along the shoreline; heavy feet 
sinking into gelatinous grains of sand – each footfall leaving 
a gently glowing impression.  The body seemed to 
understand whilst the bronze box soundlessly babbled. 
 Where was this place? And why was the Dreamer so far 
from his realm?  
 Fragments of memory began to rain down upon the 
beach. Chunks the size of houses and lumps no bigger than 
a fist; broken masonry, the outlines of familiar places and 
shattered figures of friends and family from the past. The 
present. The future.  The body continued walking, building 
a steady unrelenting stride, purpose now in the golem 
muscles of clay legs.  
 Inside the box a clockwork demon paused over one eye 
and plucked at fold of sweat-speckled skin that was the 
eyelid, with metal pincer claws. The eye bulged wider, the 
jaw cracked open in utter shock. The demon inspected the 
curving lens and began to probe the elastic surface with a 
single razor-pointed barb.  
 But immediately withdrew as a reflection slid across the 
glassy outer film: a shape like a beetle, but much larger; 
sleek lines that were all bright fluorescent light. The body 
had remembered what the head had not.  And brought it 
back to this place. On the edges of the celestial rim where 
the dead and dying mix breath with those who still live.   
 A bad fever. A touch of the Dark Horseman’s bone claw 
on his left cheek.  
 Inside the box the head stopped screaming and stared 
at the Scarab Beetle ship, which stood awaiting the 
Dreamer’s return. A squat, recurved hull covered in ethereal 
combat paint, the colours impossible to describe in the red 
glare of the Star.  Broad lips twitched with a recalled smile; 
the head realised it was his ship and this was his way back 
home.  
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The End 
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THANK YOU! 
For taking the time to read this. Do get in 

touch.  
 
 
 
 
Would you like another story…? 
Grab yourself a free copy of Killing Candy 

– 
 

“It’s not strangers you should be fearful of. 
It’s their friends.” 

 
Available to download free here: 

http://www.davidjrodger.com/Killing_Candy.pdf 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

KILLING CANDY IS FROM AN ANTHOLOGY OF 15 

SHORTS, AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK FROM 

LULU AND FROM AMAZON FOR KINDLE. 
 

 
Songs of Spheres: 15 short stories 
hand-picked by the author as his 
personal favourites and presented with 
a brief introduction to each story. There 
are monsters that squirm and slither 
through the dark spaces beneath our 
feet, our dead are like carrion to them; 
and us, the living, are often victims of 
their hunger for violence and their taste 
in blood and terror. There are men and 
women who prey on the predators - a 
rough justice or karma in action. 

Technology carries information beyond the wires but what 
else can ride the electromagnetic waves? Demonic forces 
that infiltrate the mind through the new technology 
implants of the cyberpunk era. In dream-like realms, brave 
souls adventure deep into the strange worlds conjured by 
far flung minds. What mysteries do they discover and what 
secrets do they bring back with them into physical flesh and 
the reality of Humankind? The King in Yellow regards Earth 
from behind a pallid mask of silk; reposed on a throne of 
madness, corruption and decay within the black tower that 
stands beyond Carcosa. Hastur - the Great Old One that 
must not be named - the bearer of the Yellow Sign, has been 
brought forth. In tales of Yellow Dawn the consequences are 
here for those who dare to see. WARNING: some of these 
stories contain scenes of a disturbing and sexual nature. 
 
 
 

!!! BUY SONGS OF SPHERES TODAY !!! 
BUY > paperback : from LULU 

BUY > kindle: US ($), UK (£), DE (Euro), FR (Euro) 

 


